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Theoretical analysis of double frequency generation in some Nd3+ doped crystals (LaF3, mixed crystals, 
and CaW04) shows that, besides a definite ratio of laser transition probabilities, th~ principal condi
tion of double frequency generation is a relatively low probability of the 4111; 2 - 419!2 (W21) transition. 
The results of the analysis are confirmed by the study of the time characteristics of the output emis
sion from a CaF2- YF3 : Nd3+ laser at two frequencies. They are also confirmed by the study of thermal 
dependence of the generation threshold of the LaF2 : Nd3+ laser and of the saturation effect used as a 
basis of computing the value of W21 - 104-105 sec- 1• 

LaF3 : Nd3+ crystals were first studied inr1' 21 . It was 
established that it is possible to generate the lines .\ 1 
= 10,400 A and A.L = 10,630 A with different thresholds. 
These lines correspond to transitions from the lower 
level of the 4F3!2 term to two different levels of the 4111; 2 
term (see diagram in Fig. 1 a). Line 1 has a lower 
threshold than line 2 in the temperature range near 
77aKr11 or near 300aKr21 . An analogous phenomenon is 
observed in the case of mixed crystals (CaF2- YF3 and 
a-NaCaYF3) doped with Nd3+[31 (!..1"" 10,540 A, 
.\ 2 "" 10,630 A, T ~ 300°K) and operating on the same 
principle (Fig. 1 a), and in the case of CaW01,: Nd3+ 

crystals that generate the lines .\1"" 10,580 A and 
1.. 2 "" 10,650 A with different thresholds. The last two 
lines correspond to transitions from both levels of the 
term 4F312 to the same level of term ~1112 (Fig. 1 b). The 
generation threshold of line 1 here is lower than that of 
line 2 at T = 295oK[41 and below down to - 203oK[51 . 

The observed phenomenon can be attributed to the 
fact that in the course of generation of line 1 the popula
tion of term 4F312 increases with rising pump energy in 
accordance to the rising population of term 411112 be
cause of the relatively low decay rate. Since the lower 

a b 

FIG. I. Double frequency generation schemes. a-for LaF3 and 
mixed crystals activated with Nd 3+ (.\ 1 = .\42 , .\2 = .\43); b-for 
CaW04:Nd3+(.\1 = A42, .\2 = .\32). 

level of transition 2 in scheme 1 a is higher (or the 
upper level in scheme 1 b is lower) than the correspond
ing level of transition 1 (A.v32 = 206 cm-1 for LaF3 , A.v32 
= 80 cm-1 for mixed crystals, and A.v 43 = 63 cm-1 for 
CaW04) line 2 is also generated at some value of the 
pump energy. This also means that we should expect a 
delay in the onset of generation of line 2 relative to that 
of line 1. 

Consequently the generation of two frequencies in 
LaF3, in mixed crystals, and in CaW04, doped with Nd3+, 
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is completely explained by the low probability of the 
transition ~11/2 - ~912 as compared to the probability 
of relaxation between the levels within the terms 411112 
and 3F312. 

ANALYSIS OF DOUBLE FREQUENCY GENERATION 
SCHEMES IN THE STATIONARY CASE 

The analysis of the above phenomenon can be based 
on kinetic equations derived for a five-level scheme 
(Fig. 1 a). These equations have the following form: 

dN1 I dt = NzW21- (Nt- N.)BstUrn., 

dN2 I dt = (N,- Nz)B.,u•z + NaWaz- Nz(Wzt + Wza), 
dN3 Idt = (N4 -N3 )B43u43 -N3Wa2 +N•W,., 
dN4 1 dt = N5W 54 - (N,- Na)B<au43- (N,- Nz)B,2u,z, 

dN, I dt = -N,W,.,. + (Nt- Ns)BstUst. 

N0 = N1 + N2 + N3 + N, + Ns, 
du42 I dt = -a43u42 + B43u43hv,3 (N4 - Na), 

du,2 I dt = -a42U42 + B,2u,<2.hv,2(N,- Nz). 
(1) 

Here Ni are the energy level populations, Wik are 
probabilities of nonradiative transitions, Bik are 
Einstein coefficients for stimulated transitions, u 42 and 
u43 are radiation densities, and a 42 and a 43 are total 
losses in the optical resonator at the transitions fre
quencies v42 and v43 • Spontaneous emission and some 
nonradiative transitions were neglected in (1). In der
iving these equations and in the subsequent analysis it 
is assumed that Ws4 ~ B51us1, and W32 >> W21. 

We first consider the case of generation at the fre
quency l142 (1142 > !143). Here the stationary value of 
emission energy density u 42 as a function of pumping is 

(2) 

where the value 

is proportional to the limiting value of emission energy 
density in the resonator. Figure 2 shows a plot of u 42 
as a function of Bs1Us1· 

The possibility of generation at the frequency v43 is 
determined by the nature of the variation of population 
difference between levels 4 and 3 depending on pumping. 
This difference is determined by the following formula: 
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'N _ N BstUst[B,2u,2 (Waz- Wza)+ W2t(2W32 + W23)] + W21' W32 
Ll 43- 0 ~ 

(B,,u,,· + Wzt}[BstUst(2Waz+ Wza)+ Wz1 W32] (3) 
Analysis of (3) shows that .6.N43 increases with pumping 
(Fig. 2) so that under certain conditions the generation 
threshold can be reached at the frequency 11 43 • The 
corresponding value of B51u51 is 

(Ruust),~~~-----~-----(~8'2_-:- B,:~) W,,l~';,z ______ _ 

FIG. 3. u42 and u43 as functions of 
pump energy in the general case. 

u 

(N0hv~au43- 1 i,B,,z-1)B43(W32-W2:)-('f,B12-R.1 ) (2W:12+W,::). 
(4) is s~he_matically represented by the graph in Fig. 3. 

Here ~ = a 43 11 42/a 42 11 43 (practically~ ~ 1). If ~B42 _ B43 S1m1lar results can be obtained when a system of 
> 0, the quantity (B51u51)~~ is also larger than zero. This kinetic equations is solved for an energy level scheme 
condition corresponds to our assumption that generation in which the upper laser level has two components 
at the frequency 11 42 occurs first. Consequently the (Fig. 1 b) 1>. The solution is obtained under the same 
above analysis shows that the decay rate of the lower conditions as in the case of Fig. 1 a, except that W21 
laser level plays a significant role and can explain the « W43 instead of W21 « W32. In this case the coupling 
experimentally observed phenomenon. between u12 and U32 has the form 

u .iN 

FIG. 2. U42 , .6.N43 at U43 = 0 and .6.N42 

e,u51 at u42 as functions of pump energy. 

4N41 (u41 =0) 
--------- -

It is appropriate to investigate the case where gener
ation at the frequency ll43 occurs first. The emission 
density function in the resonator then has a form similar 
to (2): 

(5) 

where 

and the population difference between levels 4 and 2 is 
determined by 

AN,,2 

=N Bstust [(2W,,+~W,.+ Waz) Wzt-B,"u,; (Wa2-W23 - MT2t)]+_l-f'_:12 W,,2 

(B.,u,3 + Wzt):[BstUst (2W21 + 2W23 + W,) + W21 W,,] 

An analysis of this equation shows that .6.N42 decreases 
with pumping (Fig. 2). Thus if long-wave generation 
occurred first, no short-wave generation can take place 
in the stationary case. 

We now consider the case when generation occurs 
simultaneously at two frequencies 11 42 and 11 43 . A sta
tionary solution of (1) leads to the relation 

= W21 Wa2 (£8,2 - 8 43 ) I B42B41 • 

(6) 

The consequences of this relation are, first, that gen
eration of two frequencies is possible in the stationary 
case if ~B12- B13 > 0, i.e., generation at the frequency 
1112 occurs first, and second, that an increase in emission 
density at one frequency causes a decrease of emission 
density at the other. The range of pump energies where 
double frequency generation is possible is determined 
by the expression 

(7) 

the starting point of this range being determined by (4). 
If all three above cases are summed up, the emission 

density in the resonator as a function of pumping B51u51 

W W ~~-~~ 
u.,( 43- ,,,)+£uaz(W,a-W34-Wzt)=Wzt -·------- (8) 

802832 

where ~ = LY321112/ a12ll32• The generation of two frequen
cies is possible here if ~ B42 W34 - B32 W 43 > 0. The 
range of pump energies in which simultaneous genera
tion of the frequencies 11 42 and 1132 is possible is approxi
mately equal to 

(9) 

The starting point of this range corresponds to the gen
eration threshold at the frequency 1132 : 

(Bstll51)::Jh = w,IW34(1;B.,W"-B,,W .. ) I[( Nohv~2-£B,,W,.-W....,-w") 
1 Usz 

.B,(W.,-W,,,)-((;B,W"-B,W,)(W"l+2W,)]. (10) 

In both energy level schemes the ratio of pumping range 
values allowing for the generation of both transitions to 
the pump energy corresponding to emission at the longer 
wavelength has the form 

11 (B5tu!!!l_ ~ Wz1 
(BstUst) '!', ~ W,, [1---;;;p·(-= Av32/kTj] (11a) 

for the scheme in Fig. 1 a, and 
11 (BstU51} W21 

(B,,u") ~h, ~ W,;,[1- exp(-t>v,,dkT)J (llb) 

for the scheme in Fig. 1 b. 
If w21 « w32 and w21 « w43, then .6-(BstUst)/(BstUsJh 

«1. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In our experiments we used LaF3 : Nd3+ crystals 
grown by the Stockbarger method and having a neody
mium concentration of 1-2% by weight. These crystals 
generated lines 1 {)1. 1 ~ 10,400 A) and 2 (;>.. 2 ~ 10,630 A) 
at T = 77°K and line 2 (;>.. 2 ~ 10,633 A) only at T = 300°K. 
We studied the output energy as a function of pumping 
and generation threshold as a function of temperature in 
the pulse mode. In the first case a twin lamp elliptical 
reflector with separate power supply to the lamps was 
used to increase the pumping energy. To avoid satura
tion in the lamps, their load did not exceed 60% of the 
rated value. The measurements were performed at 

l)The CaW04 :Nd3+ laser operating according to the scheme in 
Fig. I b generates two frequencies in the stationary case [5]. 
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room temperature. In the second case we used a single
lamp elliptical reflector and the crystal was cooled 
with liquid nitrogen or its vapors[61 . In both cases the 
short-wave portion of the spectrum of the IFP-800 
lamps was absorbed by the ZhS-17 filter to avoid the 
"aging" effect in crystals. 

According to Fig. 4, an increase in pumping energy 
is accompanied by the effect of saturation of the output 
energy for various values of 

c 1 
a=-ln-~ 

2L R 1R2 ' 

where R1 and R2 are the mirror reflection coefficients. 
Using (5) and the measured relationships (Fig. 4) we can 
approximately evaluate the probability W21 assuming that 
W21 << W32• This gives a value of W21 .- 104-105 sec-1. 

To make this probability more precise we attempted 
to achieve monochromatic excitation of LaF3: Nd3• crys
tals with the ruby laser light. The laser emission was 
focused with a long-focus lens on the end face of the 
crystal (diameter 5 mm). The generation threshold of 
the crystal 50 mm long in a semi-confocal resonator 
with R = 95% was 1.9 J. The high value of the threshold 
was due to the weak absorption at the wavelength 
A = 6943 A (k = 0.124 cm-1). The low strength of the 
LaF : Nd3• crystals prohibits the use of high pumping 
energies (at 40-50 J of monochromatic pumping the 
crystals break down). Nevertheless the ruby laser can 
be used as a pump source for the LaF3 : Nd3• crystals to 
investigate the characteristics of this material as well 
as of CaF2: Df•[?J and CaW04 : Nd3.[81 . 

The temperature dependence of the generation thres
hold of lines 1 and 2 (Fig. 5) was investigated for three 
LaF3: Nd3• crystals in the range 77-300°K. The crys
tals were grown without seeds and therefore had an 
arbitrary orientation of the optical axis (C) with respect 
to the axis of the active element (F) (i.e., with respect 
to the direction of radiation). In Fig. 5 curves 1 and 1', 
2 and 2', and 3 and 3' correspond to crystals with angles 
between C and F of 30, 45, and 51°. 

The study of polarization of the generation lines 
showed that the short-wave line has a preponderant 
7r-polarization (the electric vector fS is parallel to the 
CF plane) and the long-wave line has a a-polarization 
( fS is perpendicular to the CF plane). 

Time characteristics of generation pulses were 
studied on CaF2- YF3 : Nd3+ crystals (92% CaF2, 6% YF3, 
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FIG. 4. Output energy of LaF3 :Nd3+ laser as function of pump 
energy for various ex. ex = 1.5 X 107 sec"!, ex2 = 1.5 X 108 sec"!, 
!X3 = 4.2 X 108 sec"'. 
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FIG. 5. Thermal dependence of threshold pump energy for LaF3 : 

Nd 3+. Curves I', 2', and 3' for A1 ; curves I, 2, and 3 for }1.2 ; I'<( 1-
<(CF) = 30°, 2', 2-<(CF) = 45°; 3', 3-<(CF) = 51 o. 

2% NdF3) that generated two frequencies at room tem
perature. The generation thresholds of lines 1 and 2 
were 38 and 40 J respectively. The generation lines in 
the spectrum were picked up by two FEU-28 photomulti
pliers placed at the output of the DFS-8 using special 
prisms. The oscilloscopic traces of pulses taken at 
various pumping energies (some are given in Fig. 6) 
show a delay in the start of generation of line 2 with 
respect to line 1 (Fig. 6 a). As pumping energy is in
creased the generation threshold is reached in the initial 
stage of the pumping pulse where the slope is steep and 
thus the delay almost vanishes there (Fig. 6 b and 6 c). 
When the excess over threshold is considerable genera
tion of line 1 is observed only in the beginning and at the 
end of the pumping pulse (Fig. 6c). 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

It follows from (6) that the energy density of the 
short-wave radiation in the resonator may not exceed 
a certain definite value: 

U42 ~ (;B,2- B•s)W21Ws2/ B42B.,(Ws2 - W2s). 

Setting B42 ~ 2B43 = 2 x 1010 cm3 /j · sec (a 42 ~ 2 
x 10-19 cm2), W21 ~ 104-105 sec-1, and the reflection 
coefficient of the output mirror to equal 90%, we find 
that the limiting power of output emission at the higher 
frequency is ""102-103 W. In the pulse mode such 
powers can be reached at low pump energies (less than 
100 J) as shown by the oscilloscopic traces in Fig. 6 for 
example. 

The study of time characteristics of double frequency 
generation pulses confirms our assumptions stated at 
the beginning of this paper, and the results of analyzing 
the scheme of Fig. 1 a presented in Fig. 3. In the first 
place, there is the delay of the start of long-wave gener
ation relative to the short-wave generation that is most 
clearly observed at low pump excess over threshold 
(Fig. 6 a), since the generation thresholds were similar 
for both frequencies. In the second place, as is apparent 
from comparing Fig. 6 b and Fig. 6 c, the energy of the 
short-wave component quickly reaches its limiting value 
with increasing pump energy, while the main portion of 
the total generation energy is emitted by the long-wave 
component, i.e., a "red shift" effect is observed[31 . 
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FIG. 6. Oscilloscopic traces of CaF2 - YF3 :Nd 3+ laser generation 
(upper beam for ,\ 1 lower beam for ,\2 ) for various ratios p of pump en
ergy to threshold energy. a-p = 1.5; b-p = 1.36; c-p = 2.8. Sweep 50 
J1Secfcm. 

The results of the study of the "red shift" performed 
by Kaminskit l3 J also confirm our assumptions and con
clusions. This is particularly evident in the case of 
yttrium fluorite crystals (see Fig. 3 inl3J): at first the 
entire generation energy falls on line B (>..s"" 10,540 A) 
and then, after the generation threshold of line C 
(>..c"" 10,632 A) is exceeded, energy is redistributed 
between lines Band C so that when Epump > 10Eth(B) 
the main portion of the energy falls on the C component. 
It was also noted in l3 J that an analogous "red shift" 
effect is observed in KGSS and LGS glasses. It appears 
that the results of our analysis of double frequency gen
eration schemes can be generalized to the case of con
tinuous distribution of Stark components, as in glasses 
and liquids. This can provide the basis for a complete 
explanation of the shift towards the red of the intensity 
maximum in the generation spectrum. However even 
the above analysis provides a complete qualitative pic
ture of this phenomenon. 

LaF3 crystals have a Debye temperature (TD) of 
~ 400° Kl9J and thus the nonradiative transition from the 
lower level of term 4I1112 to the upper level of term ~9/2 
(f>v"" 1700 cm-1) requires the participation of 6-7 
phonons; this apparently is the reason for the relatively 

low value of W21 "" 104-105 sec- 12 > and for the associated 
effect of emission energy saturation with increasing 
pump energy. This conclusion seems to be valid also 
for mixed crystals with TD ~ 400°K, i.e., in their case 
we should also observe the saturation effect in plotting 
the output energy as a function of pumping energy as 
long as the "red shift" effect is present. 

It was noted inr11 ' 12 J that a minimum was observed in 
the curve of thermal dependence of the threshold in 
LaF3 : Nd3• and some other crystals. The same sources 
attempt to relate the temperature of the minimum gen
eration threshold Tm with TD. Whlie inl11 J Tm was 
found to lie in the range 400-450°K for LaF3 : Nd3•, our 
measurements yield Tm values in the range 77-160°K 
(Fig. 5). This difference in T m we ascribe to the differ
ence in the angles between C and F of the investigated 
crystals. It seems that inr•J the crystal had 1 (CF) 
"" 90°. Therefore the location of the threshold minimum 
has no direct relation to TD- This concerns not only 
the LaF3 : Nd3• crystals. We note that in the case of 
YAG: Nd3 • this minimum is observed at Tm ::::o 230°K, 
while TD ::::o 700oKl6 J. 

The analysis of data given in l6 ' 12 J shows that the 
minimum in the thermal dependence of the threshold is 
observed whenever generation occurs at two or more 
frequencies and always for the long-wave component. In 
cases when there is only one line we observe a smooth 
rise of the threshold with the temperature. This permits 
us to use our results for a qualitative explanation of 
some features of the thermal dependence of the genera
tion threshold. In the first place as noted earlier, if 
generation occurs first at the frequency v 43 , the genera
tion threshold cannot be reached at v42 in the stationary 
case. Thus a rapid rise of this threshold with tempera
ture in the pulse mode at T > To is to be expected (To 
is the temperature at which the generation thresholds 
at the frequencies v 42 and v43 are equal). 

The rise of the generation threshold at the frequency 
v 43 for T < To can be understood with the aid of the 
formula determining the generation threshold at the 
frequency v 43 as a function of emission density at the 
frequency v 42: 

/{ B,,Nohv43 
(Bo!Uot)43 = w,,w2.2u\2B" I . ' [B,,u, (W:c,- w"'') + w,!w32] 

a,, 

- B.,,u 12 (2W::e + W,l)- W21 W::2}. (12) 

Insofar as the generation threshold at the frequency V42 

decreases when T < T0 , u 42 increases faster with in
creasing pump energy and the generation threshold at 
the frequency v43 increases according to (12). However 
the increase of u 42 is limited by its nonlinear variation 
with increasing pump energy (see (2)). Therefore the 
generation threshold at the frequency v43 can neverthe
less be reached at a certain value of pump energy. 
Consequently the increase in generation threshold at the 
long-wave transition at T < To is bound with the de
crease of the threshold at the short-wave transition. 
Obviously the minimum of generation threshold will be 
observed at some temperature Tm close to To-

2l In the case of Pr3+ in LaC13 theoretical computation yields the 
value of W(3p2 --+ 3p1)"' 3 X 104 sec·• (Av"' 1200 cm·1 ) [10]. 
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The analysis of double frequency generation schemes 
and of the results of experimental research leads to the 
following conclusions. 

1. Double frequency generation according to schemes 
of Figs. 1 a and 1 b is possible under two main condi
tions: 

a. W21 « Ws2, E B42 > B4.·11 scheme of Fig. 1 a; 
b. W21 «We, E B42Ws4 > Bs2Wc, scheme of Fig. lb. 
2. The range of temperatures within which we can 

observe double frequency generation is determined first 
of all by the last inequalities above under conditions (a) 
and (b); therefore in the case of anisotropic crystals 
(LaFs: Nd3 •, CaW04: Nd3•) To depends on the mutual 
orientation of C and F. 

3. The minimum of the generation threshold in the 
temperature dependent function exists only in the region 
of double frequency generation. 

4. In the case of LaF3 : Nd3• we observe the effect of 
generation energy saturation with increasing pumping 
enabling us to evaluate the quantity W21 - 104-105 sec-1. 
This value of W21 we ascribe to the low Debye tempera
ture (~400°K). 

The authors thank M. v. Dmitruk and v. v. Osiko 
for furnishing the crystals for the research. 
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